Our objective was to evaluate rapid eye movements (REMs) associated with visual dream recall in sighted subjects and congenital blind. During two consecutive nights polysomnographic recordings were performed at subjects home. REMs were detected by visual inspection on both EOG channels (EOG-H, EOG-V) and further classified as occurring isolated or in bursts. Dream recall was defined by the existence of a dream report. The two groups were compared using t-test and also the two-way ANOVA and a post-hoc Fisher test (for the features diagnosis (blind vs. sighted) and dream recall (yes or no) as a function of time). The average of REM awakenings per subject and the recall ability were identical in both groups. CB had a lower REM density than CS; the same applied to REM bursts and isolated eye movements. In the two-way ANOVA, REM bursts and REM density were significantly different for positive dream recall, mainly for the CB group and for diagnosis; furthermore for both features significant results were obtained for the interaction of time, recall and diagnosis; the interaction of recall and time was however, stronger. In line with previous findings the data show that blind have lower REMs density. However the ability of dream recall in congenitally blind and sighted controls is identical. In both groups visual dream recall is associated with an increase in REM bursts and density. REM bursts also show differences in the temporal profile. REM visual dream recall is associated with increased REMs activity. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 .
DREAM AND REM SLEEP.
Dream emerges, since the very first primordial descriptions, with a close connection to REM sleep 1 
.
The dissociation between the sleep and dreams is nowadays well known, since there are dream-like experiences in NREM sleep phases and REM sleep without dreams.
Different modelling mechanisms explain this dissociation between dream and REM sleep. Dream is controlled by dopaminergic mechanisms 2 and REM sleep by cholinergic mechanisms of the brainstem 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 .
Dream recall
The study of dreams is closely related to the ability to recall them. There are different methods to study the capacity for dream recall: the morning recall by means of brief questionnaires or dream diaries or the recall after dream interruption. Both methods, if applied to frequent dreamers, revealed consistent results 9, 10 . However, this consistency does not occur in infrequent dreamers, for whom the capacity for recall is greater in provoked awakenings 10 .
Dream recall capacity depends on the sleep phase, being higher in REM sleep than in 2NREM 11 . Indeed, recall frequency reaches 70 -90 % in REM awakenings, and only 5 -10 % in 2NREM awakenings 9 .
Recall frequency also varies with the recordings location, being lower in at-home recordings (60 %) 13 than in recordings performed in a sleep lab (91 %) 10 .
Personality characteristics do not significantly influence dream recall 9 , although it does increase with interest, motivation, moodiness and stress 14 . The capacity for dream recall is also slightly higher in women.
The content of dream recall varies throughout the night. At the beginning of the night daily residues, related to every day's activity predominate, whereas later in the night hallucinatory or complex character narrative is more frequent 11 .
Oneiric dream content
Recall is also positively related to the vivacity, bizarreness and emotional content of dreams, which in turn are influenced by the oneiric visual content 15 .
In fact, the richness and continuity of the visual content increases the capacity for spontaneous recall 16 .
For these reasons the recall/visual content binomial assumes a particular relevance in the dreams of blind subjects. The works that consider that blind subjects do not have visual dream contents 17 , were contradicted by several studies, namely by one from our group 18 , which demonstrated that blind people do have the ability to draw their own dreams and, furthermore, showed negative correlations in the occipital area between visual content and EEG alpha power.
Additionally, favouring these results and suggesting the possibility of visual content, there are descriptions of rapid eye movements (REMs) in blind subjects, since in sighted subjects' dreams are associated with the presence of rapid eye movements 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 . However the controversy persists.
Thus, from a perspective of analysis of the relations between dream recall and brain or oculography activities, it is important to evaluate the changes associated with the presence of recall in blind and sighted subjects.
REMs AND PGO WAVES
Activation of the visual system during REM sleep is observed in EEG recordings, obtained with depth electrodes in animals, through the existence of spiky waves called PGO waves (Ponto-Geniculate-Occipital) because they are recorded in the reticular formation of the Pons, near the abducens nucleus, in the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus and in the occipital cortex. PGO waves originate in the pons and project to the lateral geniculate nucleus and to the occipital cortex by separate anatomic pathways 24, 25 . PGO waves announce the onset of REM sleep, occurring within the minute before the onset of REM sleep electrographically defined. They provide an excellent example of non-random excitation of the forebrain during REM sleep originating from the brainstem. PGO waves carry information about the direction of rapid eye movements that will begin a few milliseconds after the onset of the PGO wave. The PGO wave in the left lateral geniculate nucleus is larger when the ocular movement is to the left and vice versa. The same directional specificity is found in PGO waves in the visual cortex.
Cell recordings provided important information about PGO waves generation, transmission, and effects in target areas. Intracellular recordings in the medial pontine reticular formation and in the adjacent tegmental reticular nucleus indicate the presence of neurons with long-lead discharges prior to PGO waves. These neurons satisfy correlation criteria for the generation of PGO waves 26 . Extracellular records in the area of the superior cerebellar peduncle (pedunculopontine nucleus and pons-midbrain junction) show PGO neurons that have a short-lead discharge pattern previous to the ipsilateral PGO waves of the lateral geniculate nucleus. These synchronous discharges are almost always perfectly correlated with those PGO waves, and both anatomical and antidromic reaction data and anatomical studies indicate projections to the lateral geniculate nucleus. For this reason, it is likely that these neurons are output neurons for brainstem-to-forebrain transmission of PGO waves.
Recordings from the main cells of the lateral geniculate nucleus and neurons in the occipital cortex indicate that PGO waves are associated with neuronal excitation 25, 26, 27, 28 . Furthermore, autoradiographic studies using 2-deoxyglucose techniques have demonstrated significant increases in glucose metabolism during REM sleep in the visual cortex, presumably as a consequence of intense neuronal activation 29, 30 . This input into the visual system can be a substrate for the construction of visual experiences during the dream.
Since PGO waves predict the direction of the next eye movement, it has been hypothesized that they may represent an activation by REM sleep of the corollary discharge system for ocular movements while the rest of the brain is alerted to the following eye movement 27, 28, 31 .
During wakefulness, the corollary discharge system tells the rest of the brain to react to the changes in the retina, corresponding to the ocular movement, with a compensation in the subjective visual world, which is of the same magnitude but with opposite direction. As the "input" from the outer world is blocked during REM sleep, this compensation of the corollary discharge is itself perceived as a movement in the visual world. The authors propose this may be the source of some of the alterations in REM visual images.
The proposed sequence would be as follows:
REM System Activation (saccadic movements, horizontal first) → Corollary discharge system activation → Subjective perception of visual movement → Movement integration within the dream
This activation of the corollary discharge system without actual eye movements and without alteration of the visual world, leading to a subjective (or illusory) sensation of movement, has been demonstrated in experiments with wake human beings whom were induced a transient paralysis of the eye movements. A related alternative conceptualization is that the excitation of the forebrain caused by the PGO waves can interrupt the cognitive processes during dream, producing discontinuities or bifurcations and consequent oneiric weirdness 32 .
PGOs in humans
During a clinical neurosurgical operation to treat Parkinson's Disease symptoms, an invasive study into human PGO waves was performed 33 . Results indicated that PGO waves are a feature of human REM sleep, that they are generated or propagated in the pontomesencephalic tegmentum, that they are only partially associated with eye movements, and that they are associated with characteristic changes in cortical activity. Nonetheless, the concluding remarks of the study were that the Activation Synthesis Hypothesis 7 that supports this interpretation of PGO wave function was largely supported.
Another study was conducted using a similar cohort of patients with Parkinson's Disease, with an expanded sample of 12 subjects 34 . The conclusions were that subthalamic PGO-like waves can be recorded during pre-REM and REM sleep in humans and that the subthalamic nucleus may play an active role in an ascending activating network implicated in the transmission of PGO waves during REM sleep in humans. Much like feline models, PGO wave clusters were observed to be closely related to REM Sleep and additionally demonstrated an observable fast oscillatory subthalamic beta activity in the 13-35 Hz range. Importantly, this study also demonstrated a degree of homogeneity between feline and human PGO wave function, in finding that PGO wave singlets precede REM Sleep onset by 30-90 s in both species.
A recent single-neuron study was conducted, using depth-electrode EEG, in a cohort of 13 epilepsy patients 35 . The authors were attempting to answer the question: Are REMs in sleep associated with visual-like activity, as during wakefulness? During sleep and wakefulness, REM onsets are associated with distinct intracranial potentials, reminiscent of ponto-geniculate-occipital waves. Individual neurons, especially in the MTL, exhibit reduced firing rates before REMs as well as transient increases in firing rate immediately after, similar to activity patterns observed upon image presentation during fixation without eye movements. Moreover, the selectivity of individual units is correlated with their response latency, such that units activated after a small number of images or REMs exhibit delayed increases in firing rates. Finally, the phase of theta oscillations is similarly reset following REMs in sleep and wakefulness, and after controlled visual stimulation. The results indeed suggest that REMs during sleep rearrange discrete epochs of visual-like processing as during wakefulness.
There have been very few attempts to find non-invasive evidence for PGO waves in humans. Nonetheless, the few that were performed have shown promise.
The only non-invasive imaging technology that has both the temporal and spatial resolution to potentially isolate and measure deep brain activity with sufficient fidelity to produce the characteristic electrophysiological PGO wave shape, is at present the magnetoencephalography (MEG) 36 .
However, many other non-invasive technologies, such as fMRI and positron emission tomography (PET) are capable of playing important roles in providing indirect evidence to support the existence of this phenomenon, for instance through recording of general brain activity time-locked to REM. Such observations may contribute to understanding the nature and extent of the PGO wave generating network, their respective overlap with REM generation sites and the relationship with limbic regions such as the Amygdala
37
.
A study using positron emission tomography and iterative cerebral blood flow measurements in humans confirmed that brain regions where PGO waves are most easily recorded in animals would be differentially more active in REM sleep than in wakefulness, in relation with the density of REMs production 38 . Accordingly, they found a significant interaction effect in the right geniculate body and in the primary occipital cortex. The result supports the hypothesis of the existence of processes similar to PGO waves in humans, responsible for REM generation.
Like the work by Miyauchi and colleagues 37 , the study conducted by Peigneux and colleagues 38 showed no significant activity during waking self-directed saccades, supporting the hypothesis that PGO waves play an important role in the generation of visual content that REM saccades subsequently process.
Visual activation (and REMs) in blind subjects
Visual activation during sleep in blind subjects is still subject to a strong debate. It is expected that blind subjects who have not lost their visual memories maintain the capacity for visual cortex activation.
The accounts of subjects who lost their vision later in life are very similar to those of the sighted, with reports of shapes, colours, movement... Moreover, when asked to imagine any object, their eyes have movements, as if to imagine the object it was necessary to scan it 43 .
The big question is to know what happens when you start loosing those memories, particularly when those memories do not exist at all, as is the case with the congenitally blind. What are the dreams of an individual who lives permanently without light or inside a cave like? Will they be coloured, will they have shapes? These are the issues that arise in relation to the blind from birth. When a blind man is asked if he dreams the answer is immediate: "Yes!" But if we ask him if he sees anything in the dream, the answer is always doubtful because he does not know what it is to see 44 . Even if there were images and colours in his brain during the dream how could he recognize them? There is, therefore, no direct way, through the dream reports, to evaluate the presence of visual activation in the dream of congenitally blind subjects.
The study of eye movements during the dream of congenitally blind seemed at first to be the key to the resolution of the puzzle about the relationship between eye movements and the oneiric drama scenario. Is there a relationship? Initially, the hypothesis seemed to be confirmed since Berger failed to record ocular movements (with electro-oculography), in the dreams of congenitally blind people deprived of visual reports 45 . In fact, electro-oculography records the corneal-retinal potential, which may be absent if the retina is destroyed. Other methods, using mechanical sensors, have shown that the dreams of congenital blinds without visual reports have, after all, eye movements 44 .
Our previous data 18 do support Jouvet's hypothesis about dreaming in utero. He defended dream was also a tool to preserve the species' identity and that what we call "instinct" (e.g. the chick that breaks the egg and immediately starts eating the maize grains, without mother chicken having told it anything) is actually the result of dreaming with "basic" behaviours while in utero or in ovo.
While substantial work exists on postnatal visual development in children, little is known about the events during the prenatal stimulus scarce period, when intrinsic activity is expected to dominate. Responses to visual stimuli were reported from as early as the 28 th gestational week using neural electromagnetic activity measures acquired with MEG 46 . Nevertheless, foetal eye movements had been observed as early as 1981 47 .
Even-though the questions where functional visual activity occurs in utero, and how primary visual areas do respond to extrinsic stimuli are not yet answered, voxel based morphometry studies in congenitally blind subjects hint at brain areas that change due to the processing of extrinsic stimuli. While congenitally blind subjects exhibit lower cortical volume in both frontal areas (BA 44, 45) and visual areas (BA 17, 18) 48 , compared to a control population, functional connectivity between frontal areas (parts of BA 44, 45, and 47) and occipital areas is stronger in early blind 49 .
REMs IN BLIND SUBJECTS

Methods
We tested 20 voluntary adult subjects, 10 congenitally blind and 10 sighted, matched for sex, age and education, recording two consecutive nights of home PSG (polysomnographic) recordings, with serial awakenings for dream recall Only stable REM stage awakenings were selected. All episodes occurring in NREM stage or including a transition from REM to another sleep stage were excluded. Hence, we got data from 10 congenitally blind and 8 sighted subjects.
Content analysis was performed on the dream reports using the Hall & Van de Castle definitions 39 to code the different activities 40 .
Spectral analysis was performed with Fast Fourier Transforms on the 5-minute-long EEG recordings prior to each awakening for the different spectral rhythms (delta, theta, alpha, beta, sigma e gamma).
Visual inspection was also performed on those epochs to identify REMs on both EOG (electro-oculogram) channels: horizontal and vertical.
A REM was defined as a biphasic deflection with an amplitude higher than 30mV or monophasic deflection higher than 50mV, both with a duration longer than 1 second. REMs burts were formed by no less than 7 consecutive REMs with a 10-second period. All REMs not included in bursts were classified as isolated.
Subsequently, Total, Bursts and Isolated REMs density indexes were calculated. The awakenings were divided according to the existence or non-existence of recall and the blind or sighted diagnosis. Based on these independent variables, statistical analyzes were performed, including variance analysis tests (ANOVA).
Results
Dream reports of the blind subjects were vivid with tactile, auditory and kinaesthetic references, but also with visual content. Neither the Global Activity Index (GAI) nor the Visual Activity Index (VAI) showed any difference between the two groups 18 .
The mean number of awakenings per subject and recall capacity were the same in both groups.
REM sleep awakenings were on average 1.6 for the congenitally blind (CB) and 1.7 for the control sighted (CS), both groups having a recall capacity of 60%. Figure 2 shows the mean values and variances, and shows the comparison by percentiles between CB and CS.
There were differences regarding the density of MORs (total, bursts and isolated) between both groups ( Figure 3 ).
There were no differences regarding the density of MORs and recall ability (Figure 4 ).
Blind subjects always present fewer REMs ( Figure 5 ). 
MEANS
Analysis and Discussion
Dream recall ability is similar in congenitally blind and sighted subjects, with an average of 60 % rate in REM awakenings, in a protocol with in-home recordings, with provoked awakenings and no interaction with the researcher.
-, Our results confirm the oneiric capacity of the blind subjects, contradicting earlier works that refute it 41, 42 .
The fact that blind subjects present REMs and that these are correlated with visual dream recall is another result supporting our argument that they do activate visual areas during dream, being able to generate their own visual imagery.
We now know for a fact that PGO waves are not only related to REM but that they do predict the following eye movement direction 50 . Moreover, studies in human subjects suggest that REMs are visually targeted eye movementscommanded by the forebrain -in response to visual dream images and that REMs are involved in both the scanning and generation of dream imagery 51 .
There are differences in the functional anatomy of visually guided eye movements during waking and REM sleep. During wakefulness, top-down predictions about the proprioceptive and exteroceptive consequences of eye movements are sent to pontine and visual centres, respectively. The former elicit eye movements through classical reflex arcs (to suppress proprioceptive prediction error), while the latter anticipate the changes in retinal input. In sleep, there is a selective loss of precision on visual prediction errors. All this means is that the brain thinks its predictions in the visual domain are perfect, because they do not need correcting. This allows for perception without sensation; that is, dreaming 52 .
It looks like we only need to discover an example where all this happens without previous experience, since one thing is being able to dream and present REM without actually receiving inputs from the retina, visual imagery without visual perception, and another is being able to dream and present REM without ever having received those inputs, visual imagery without visual experience.
Schöpf and colleagues 53 manage to do precisely that linking in utero eye movement with corresponding functional networks using BOLD resting-state fMRI data acquired from seven singleton foetuses between gestational weeks 30-36 with normal brain development. During the scan time, foetal eye movements were detected and tracked in the functional MRI data. Results showed that already in utero spontaneous foetal eye movements are linked to simultaneous networks in visual -and frontal cerebral areas. Data suggest that the preparation of the human visuomotor system links visual and motor areas already prior to birth.
Additionally, parietal-occipital activity was observed, which is known to be correlated with self-generated eye movements and plays a crucial role in encoding extrapersonal visual space. Since the foetuses were not presented with any visual stimuli these data may hint at the generator of intrinsic eye movements in human foetuses.
Hence, since foetuses present REMs, which are related with the exploration of the visual world, either during wakefulness and dreaming, and have never experienced visual stimuli, one may question what are they dreaming about? And if foetuses can dream, presumably with visual imagery, without ever having visual experience why does the same cannot happen with blind subjects. Therefore, we propose that our results support the hypothesis that congenitally blind REMs during dream are equivalent to saccadic movements and consequently that they are able to generate visual imagery without visual experience.
